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About This Game

Volchaos is an ultra-challenging old school platformer. As a nameless explorer, you must navigate through dangerous volcanoes
in search of precious gems you can use to pay off your mortgage, bad investments, and alimony. To further complicate matters,

the lava is continuously rising and an array of enemies stands in your path. Will you become rich? Heck, you will be lucky to
survive.
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Title: VolChaos
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fun Infused Games
Publisher:
Fun Infused Games
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel/AMD

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Storage: 400 MB available space
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hoofd vol chaos

TL;DR
If you are Looking For a Exciting Solid Action Old-School Platformer That Have Lava Constantly Flowing,This One's Worth
the 2.5usd for a solid fun of at least 3 hours.

Levels:
The Levels are mostly different and unique from each other while including some chanllenging levels and some levels with with
element of puzzling,you go up down left right colect gems jump around fire pass through invisble walls dodging flying birds and
spikes and Flying Fires while getting away from the rising lava.

Music:
There Is only 2 music track that are both great and suited for the game But for a game this short(~4 hours for 100%) i guess is
ok.Sound effects are your orginal jump sounds and landing sounds,nothing special.

Bugs:
The Game Crashed a few times and the music suddenly stopped until i restarted the game except those i havnt seen any
problems else.

PS:Beware That Your Hat Counts As Hitbox

Incase the tralier with evil spikes havnt make you buy this game,here's a gameplay videos:(Lv 1~28)
 http:\/\/youtu.be\/IygeoYL3tSM. i raged the game, i beated the game and i love the game :)

if you like super meat boy, you will like this game too.

+ the developer reply fast if you have an issue or something.
+ simple game, good graphic.
+ 120 levels with different difficulties.

- NOTHING!!!!!!

BUY THIS GAME! do it, now.. Background on me and platformers:

I have played many 3d platformer for systems like the n64 and gamecube, but I have not played many 2d platformer like
Volchaos. With my background and recommendations from others I decided to play Volchaos with a controller. I will be writing
this review from the view of a xbox controller.

Gameplay:

The game is fun. It passes time quickly and I find myself not getting frustrated with the levels if they require me trying over and
over to complete. As for how far I am in the game the levels are not crazy hard to the point were I feel that I have no chance in
actually beating the level, the levels always fell beatable. As I worked my way through to the point that I am now in Volchaos I
saw the level design change as my skill set evolved. As for the controls, (a) is jump and (x) is replay, something that you will
probably be pressing a lot when playing. When moving though the levels, I found myself using the dpad button to move instead
of using the analog joystick. People talk about the bad controls but I found them easy to get used to as you went along playing
the game.

Bugs:

I think for an early access game I should put this here to point out problems. (if I find any more major one then I put them here)
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1) When booting the game it often crashes the first boot... the second boot starts the game more times than not though.

The verdict:

For 2.99... yes! I have enjoyed all the time that I have played so far and I am sure that I will continue to play and enjoy the game
in the future.. Love the game, its somewhat retro yet new and awesome.. Pretty cool game. You basically collect gems while
avoidng lava. It's worth the $2.. Explore volcanos that all look far too similar, while you fight the same kind of enemies. All
while listening to the same annoying and repetitive music.
You also get to experience weak movement controls (that were apparently fixed in a most recent update).

It's cheap though.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_lCmkYBmDX4
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